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Task 1. Imagine that you are preparing a project with your friend. You have 

found some interesting material for the presentation and you want to read this 

text to your friend. You have 1.5 minutes to read the text silently, then be 

ready to read it out aloud. You will not have more than 1.5 minutes to read it. 

In 1698, English engineer, Thomas Savery patented the first crude steam engine. Savery 
used his invention to pump water out of a coal mine. In 1712, English engineer and 
blacksmith, Thomas Newcomen invented the atmospheric steam engine. The purpose of 
Newcomen's steam engine was also to remove water from mines. In 1765, a Scottish 
engineer, James Watt began studying Thomas Newcomen's steam engine and invented 
an improved version. It was Watt's engine that was the first to have a rotary motion. 
James Watt's design was the one that succeeded and the use of steam engines became 
widespread. 

Steam engines' had a profound effect on the history of transportation. By the late 1700s, 
inventors realized that steam engines could power boats and the first commercially 
successful steamship was invented by George Stephenson. After 1900, gasoline and 
diesel internal combustion engines began replacing the steam piston engines. However, 
steam engines have reappeared in the last twenty years. 

Task 2. Study the advertisement. 

 

You are considering buying sports footwear and now you’d like to get more 

information. In 1.5 minutes, you are to ask four direct questions to find out 

about the following: 

1.sizes on sale 

2. main manufacturers 

3. season to wear 

4. warranty period 

 

Task 3. You are going to give an interview. You have to answer five questions. 

Give full answers to the questions (2–3 sentences). Remember that you have 

40 seconds to answer each question. 

https://www.thoughtco.com/thomas-savery-steam-engine-4070969
https://www.thoughtco.com/thomas-newcomen-profile-1992201
https://www.thoughtco.com/james-watt-inventor-of-the-modern-steam-engine-1992685


Tapescript for Task 3 

 

Interviewer: Hello everybody! It’s Teenagers Round the World Channel. Our 

guest today is a teenager from Russia and we are going to discuss reading habits. 

We’d like to know our guest’s point of view on this issue. Please answer five 

questions. So, let’s get started. 
 

Interviewer: How many hours a day do you spend reading books? 

Student: _______________________________________________ 

Interviewer: Who is your favourite author? What book by this writer can you reread 

many times? 

Student: _______________________________________________ 

Interviewer: Have you ever been to a book signing meeting or met an author? 

Student: _______________________________________________ 

Interviewer: Do you go to the library or do you prefer to download stuff if you want to 

read something? 

Student: _______________________________________________ 

Interviewer: Do you like watching films based on books? 

Student: _______________________________________________ 

Interviewer: Thank you very much for your interview. 

 

Task 4. Imagine that you and your friend are doing a school project “Sports 

activities”. You have found some photos to illustrate it but for technical 

reasons you cannot send them now. Leave a voice message to your friend 

explaining your choice of the photos and sharing some ideas about the project. 

In 2.5 minutes be ready to:  

• explain the choice of the illustrations for the project by briefly describing them and noting the 

differences;  

• mention the advantages (1–2) of the two sports activities; 

 • mention the disadvantages (1–2) of the two sports activities;  

• express your opinion on the subject of the project – which of the sports activities presented in 

the pictures you’d prefer and why.  

You will speak for not more than 3 minutes (12–15 sentences). You have to talk 

continuously. 



  

 

 

 


